
My Lament

VERSE 1

Folks say what they wanna say
When they really need to say nothing
They need to say nothing at all
People wait when they really need to move
And the waiting they do
Makes them really do nothing at all

CHORUS 1

I'm sad about the days we're living in
I'm hurt and falling to my knees again
I'm broken by the sin of this world
I'm winded by the fight
My lament is why I cry

VERSE 2

What’s going on with the people right now
Many fuss and fight
When we need to shine the light of love
But we see what we wanna see
We know what we need to be
We need to be the light of love

CHORUS 2

I'm sad about the days we're living in
I'm hurt and falling to my knees again
I'm broken by the sin of this world
I'm winded by the fight
My lament is why I cry

REFRAIN

Keep going, keep moving
Though the tears may fall
We ain’t giving up, no
We aint giving up no no
These afflictions may ache
As the way gets weary
We know we are not alone
We ain’t giving up, no
We ain’t giving up, no no

CHORUS 3

I'm sad about the days we're living in
I'm hurt and falling to my knees again
I'm broken by the sin of this world
I'm winded in the fight
My lament is why I cry

REFRAIN

Keep going, keep moving
Though the tears may fall
We ain’t giving up, no
We aint giving up no no
These afflictions may ache
As the way gets weary
We know we are not alone
We ain’t giving up, no
We ain’t giving up, no
We ain’t giving up, no
We ain’t giving up, no no
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My Lament Key of F, 68bpm, 4/4

INTRO

6m - 5 - 6m - 5

VERSE 1

6m
Folks say what they wanna say

5
When they really need to say nothing

6m                       5
They need to say nothing at all
6m
People wait when they really need to move

5
And the waiting they do

6m                  5
Makes them really do nothing at all

CHORUS 1

1                                                   3m
I'm sad about the days we're living in

6m 4         [3]    2m
I'm hurt and falling to my knees again

⅕                                       6bdim
I'm broken by the sin of this world

6m                   6m7          5add6               5
I'm winded by the fight, my lament is why I cry

REFRAIN

1 - 3m - 6m - 4 _ [3] _ 2m
⅕ - 6bdim - 6m - 6m7 - 5add6 - 5

VERSE 2

What’s going on with the people right now
Many fuss and fight
When we need to shine the light of love
But we see what we wanna see
We know what we need to be
We need to be the light of love

CHORUS 2

I'm sad about the days we're living in
I'm hurt and falling to my knees again
I'm broken by the sin of this world
I'm winded by the fight, my lament is why I cry

REFRAIN 2

1                    3m
Keep going,       keep moving
6m
Though the tears may fall
4                               [3] 2m
We ain’t giving up, no, we ain’t giving up, no no
⅕ 6bdim
These afflictions may ache
As the way gets weary
6m                               6m7
We know we are not alone
5add6 5
We ain’t giving up, no, we ain’t giving up, no no

SOLO

6m - 5 - 6m - 5 - 6m - 5 - 6m - 5

CHORUS 3

I'm sad about the days we're living in
I'm hurt and falling to my knees again
I'm broken by the sin of this world
I'm winded in the fight, my lament is why I cry

REFRAIN 3

Keep going, keep moving
Though the tears may fall, we ain’t giving up, no
We aint giving up no no
These afflictions may ache
As the way gets weary
We know we are not alone
We ain’t giving up, no, we ain’t giving up, no
We ain’t giving up, no, we ain’t giving up, no no

OUTRO

6m - 5 - 6m - 5  (repeat until fade)
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My Lament Key of F, 68bpm, 4/4

INTRO

Dm - C - Dm - C

VERSE 1

Dm
Folks say what they wanna say

C
When they really need to say nothing

Dm                       C
They need to say nothing at all
Dm
People wait when they really need to move

C
And the waiting they do

Dm                  C
Makes them really do nothing at all

CHORUS 1

F                                                   Am
I'm sad about the days we're living in

Dm Bb         [A]    Gm
I'm hurt and falling to my knees again

F/C                                     Dbdim
I'm broken by the sin of this world

Dm                   Dm7          C6                    C
I'm winded by the fight, my lament is why I cry

REFRAIN

F - Am - Dm - Bb _ [A] _ Gm
F/C - Dbdim - Dm - Dm7 - C6 - C

VERSE 2

What’s going on with the people right now
Many fuss and fight
When we need to shine the light of love
But we see what we wanna see
We know what we need to be
We need to be the light of love

CHORUS 2

I'm sad about the days we're living in
I'm hurt and falling to my knees again
I'm broken by the sin of this world
I'm winded by the fight, my lament is why I cry

REFRAIN 2

F                    Am
Keep going,       keep moving
Dm
Though the tears may fall
Bb                           [A]  Gm
We ain’t giving up, no, we ain’t giving up, no no
F/C Dbdim
These afflictions may ache
As the way gets weary
Dm                               Dm7
We know we are not alone
C6 C
We ain’t giving up, no, we ain’t giving up, no no

SOLO

Dm - C - Dm - C - Dm - C - Dm - C

CHORUS 3

I'm sad about the days we're living in
I'm hurt and falling to my knees again
I'm broken by the sin of this world
I'm winded in the fight, my lament is why I cry

REFRAIN 3

Keep going, keep moving
Though the tears may fall, we ain’t giving up, no
We aint giving up no no
These afflictions may ache
As the way gets weary
We know we are not alone
We ain’t giving up, no, we ain’t giving up, no
We ain’t giving up, no, we ain’t giving up, no no

OUTRO

Dm - C - Dm - C (repeat until fade)
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